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Chris Greenfield finally gets to attend an
ESA open day

MOONWATCHERS - down to the sea (5)
Graham Sparrow

Mare Fecunditatis

Our previous outings to the lunar seaside have
taken us to the seas of Crises, Nectar, Serenity
and Tranquility. In this issue we visit the Mare
Fecunditatis – the Sea of Fertility. With a name
like that one might anticipate the mare to
provide the observer with a fine crop of features
on which he or she can turn the telescope but
alas this seems not to be the case, at least at first
sight. Those who examine the area more closely
however, will find a number of objects worthy of
attention.
Mare Fecunditatis comes into view on the 4th
evening of the lunation. It lies below the Mare
Crisium and extends some 1000 km southwards,
almost reaching the large and prominent crater
Petavius. To the west lie the Montes Pyrenaeus –
the lunar Pyrenees – but, generally speaking, its
border is not as mountainous as that of Crisium.
Like other lunar seas Fecunditatis was no doubt
created when a large body struck the Moon, but
little evidence can be seen of this impact, the
lavas that flooded the basin having covered
many features. Some ‘ghost craters’ can be seen
in the southern part of the mare and with the low
illumination of the 4th evening it is possible to
make out about a dozen.
More prominent than these ghost craters are the
craters Taruntius and Langrenus. The former, 56
km in diameter, lies near the northern extremity of
the mare and is a comparatively fresh crater with
a complex outer wall, rays and a central peak.
Look for its rather poorly defined inner ring. There
are numerous dorsa, or wrinkle ridges, in the area
of Taruntius. These include Dorsa Cato and
Dorsum Cushman and may well be signs of the
original impact basin. Further wrinkle ridges may
Outline of Mare Fecunditatis, showing some of the features be seen to the south, Dorsa Geikie being the
mentioned in the text. Key below:
longest of these at 240 km.
T— Taruntius
DC—Dorsa Cato
M—Messier & Messier A
L—Langrenus
V—Vendelinus
Gu—Gutenberg

The imposing Langrenus is on the eastern shore of
Fecunditatis and is a striking sight under any
lighting conditions. Well worth close study when
on the terminator, it brightens in comparison to its
surroundings as the Sun rises higher and is still

Go—Goclenius
C—Colombo
RGu Rima Gutenberg
RGo—Rima Goclenius
P—Petavius
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Left: Location of Mare Fecunditatis. Image curtesy of Silvercat @
Wikimedia Commons
Below: Vendelinus is an ancient lunar impact crater located on the
eastern edge of Mare Fecunditatis. To the north of Vendelinus is the
prominent crater Langrenus.

prominent at Full Moon. Langrenus’ roughly terraced walls
rise 2.7 km above its hilly floor and these walls and the
interior of the crater have much fine detail that can be seen
even with a small scope. Researching this article I found
that Gerald North in his book Observing the Moon states
that under high Sun angles he notices a distinct yellowishbrown tint in Langrenus. I can’t say I have ever noticed this
myself but having had it brought to my attention will be
looking out for it in future.
South of Langrenus is the large and degraded crater Vendelinus. Though it exceeds the former in size –
147 km in diameter to Langrenus’ 132 km – the smooth-floored Vendelinus is easily overlooked beside its
more prominent neighbour.
Crossing the mare from Langrenus we come to
Goclenius, an irregular crater some 54 X 72 km,
and Gutenberg (74 km diameter). The rilles,
both in and extending northwest from
Goclenius are best seen with instruments of 100
mm and over. Positioned between Mare
Fecunditatis and Mare Nectaris is Gutenberg
which, like neighbouring Goclenius, features
rilles within its walls and extending northwestwards towards Mare Tranquilitatis. I
featured Gutenberg in my article about Mare
Nectaris in Cygnus, Winter 2019 and my
drawing of it can be seen in that issue. With
the flooded crater Gutenberg E breaking into its eastern wall, Gutenberg is easily recognised, its curious
shape perhaps distracting the observer and drawing his/her attention from Goclenius and the number
of craters cluster south of them in this area close to the Montes Pyrenaeus. The largest of these is the 74
km Colombo named, not after the shabbily-dressed T.V. cop, but after Christoforo Colombo
(Christopher Columbus, as we Brits know him).

I have saved what I regard as the jewel of Fecunditatis until last. The pair of craters Messier and Messier
A are unique and can be seen at just about any stage of the lunation. I covered this pair in the spring
2018 Cygnus so will not go repeat the details that went into that piece. However, I make no apology
for reproducing here my drawing of them.
As will be seen Messier A has two parallel rays extending westwards from its wall. These make the pair
easy to spot. There have been many theories proposed to explain how these craters were created.
Clearly the body that made them came in at a shallow angle from the east but, as Gerald North puts it
in Observing the Moon was it “one lump or two?” Did two meteors strike at more or less the same time
or did one hit, creating Messier, and then rebound and strike again to make Messier A? Perhaps we
won’t know until astronauts visit the site.
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Sketch above: The pair of craters Messier and Messier A are
unique and can be seen at just about any stage of the lunation.
Sketch left: A drawing I made in 2009, showing Gutenberg,
Goclenius and Colombo.

I hope I have given you a few ideas of what to look at in
the Mare Fecunditatis and shown that it is not so barren
a place as it might first appear.
Well, we have now looked at all of the major seas on
the eastern half of the Moon’s face. In the next issue be
ready to board the lunar charabanc for a trip to the
Mare Frigoris, part of which lies in this eastern half, but
nearly two thirds of which extend into the west.
Paws for thought
I was walking my dog one day towards
the end of October when I met another
dog walker. She commented on the
fine weather we were having that day
and I replied that I was hoping for similar clear skies on
November 11th for the transit of Mercury. I went on to
explain in simple terms what this meant and how the
planet Mercury would be crossing the face of the
Sun. Her next comment was one I will never forget:
“Oh, will that be during the daytime or at night?”
Clear skies and happy Moonwatching,
Spadge
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JUST LIKE CHRISTMAS - ESA Open Day 2019
By Chris Greenfield
Once a year, the European Space Agency opens
it’s doors to allow the public look around, and to
meet some of the scientists and technicians at their
Technical Centre, (ESTEC).
I’ve wanted to attend for the past two years but
been unable to get the time to do so; for 2019 I was
able to. The theme for this year was ESA to the
Moon.
ESTEC is situated at Katwijk, near Noordwijk aan Zee, South Holland. Flights to Schipol and back with
easyJet from Stansted were £72 and I stayed 2 nights in a family run hotel (Zorn Duinlust for £124) so that
I could relax after the long day at ESTEC and enjoy the experience.
The Open Day is strictly ‘entry by ticket’ and the ESA website stated that that they would close off
tickets when 8000 had been downloaded, although they claimed a total 9159 visitors. This year there
were two Apollo Astronauts in attendance, so expecting the free tickets to go quickly, I booked my
flights and hotel as soon as the Open Day date was announced and set an iCal reminder to book my
Open Day ticket as soon as they were available.
With gates opening at 10am, and an opening ceremony at 0945, I arrived at 0915, to see an already
large crowd at the entrance. Despite the heavy rain and blustery wind, the crowd grew rapidly as more
and more people arrived to hear Luca Parmitano in a broadcast from the International Space Station,
and Apollo astronauts Walt Cunningham and Rusty Schweickart along with the Head of ESA Jan Wörner
open the event.
30 minutes before opening ceremony – within 5 minutes of
this photo the space was packed with more people
waiting to enter.

The ESTEC site is massive, this year there were 56
stands and activities / talks over 5 zones, some of
the zones were in a building that required a 10
minute walk. About a week beforehand, ESA
published a guide and an app to show what was
available on the day; this allowed you to plan
where to go and what to see, however CROWDS!
With 8000 people attending, there were queues at most of the stands and activities, however, my plan
was to sacrifice listening to the early talks by the Apollo and ESA astronauts and head to the main
corridor (Software, Glow-in-the-dark Space, Space safety and Clean space) and then head to the
Erasmus building which was incredible (Destination Moon, Liftoff, Columbus Module, Orion Module,
Destination Mars and more) in relative quiet whilst the masses made their way for selfies and signatures
with the astronauts.
The main hall of the Erasmus building was where visitors could look inside the Columbus Module, learn
more about our moon and see the next ESA Martian Lander; ExoMars 2020. There were also scale
models of the ISS, the Orion module (Joint NASA ESA Spacecraft) and the European Robotic Arm.
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There are many studies taking place of how to survive and explore the moon, from a base on the South
Pole; the almost perpetual sunlight there would provide much solar power, where scientists could
process lunar dust to extract water and oxygen, to 3D print tools and perhaps even buildings using lunar
regolith. Will our next outpost in space be a “lunar village”?

A familiar face from NAS exploring our moon in 3D
with the help of the funky specs!

Visitors were able to get up close to and look inside a
replica of the Columbus Module of the ISS. (The “ghostly”
heads are because this is a 9 image panoramic photo)

The Erasmus building was relatively quiet early in the day, whilst the tennis courts with the astronauts were packed with
standing room only. (180 degree panoramic photo)

Mock-ups and working models of Martian
Landers

Earth watching with the Copernicus Satellites in the Lab corridor
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I was able to chat to “Earth watching” scientist in the lab corridor and ask why our weather forecasts
were less reliable these past few years, she laughed when I mentioned that the Norwegian Weather
forecast was my “go-to” forecast of choice, saying that it was excellent for the UK coastal areas and
that most satellite services shared their weather data, but differing organisations used differing models
to predict the weather forecasts.
Right: From waste to taste, the SEMiLLA programme of turning
waste into water, using ESA space technology to process urine
and faeces into drinking water and organic fertiliser! The tea at
the far end was quite drinkable using 75 leaves to provide the
flavour!
Below: Image of plant science poster

Vegetation health – the experiment was
looking at plants and how they coped with
the stress of being ‘dark adapted’! The FLEX
mission will map vegetation fluorescence to
quantify photosynthetic activity, this will
improve understanding of the way carbon
moves between plants and the atmosphere
and how photosynthesis affects the carbon
and water cycles.
The main canteen was very busy, dotted
around were stands featuring the latest ESA
Missions, including the Solar Orbiter; this

probe with 6 different cameras will orbit as close to the
sun as Mercury does and has tilting solar panels to
regulate the amount of heat received. This probe is due
to launch in February 2020.
By the afternoon, the tennis courts where the
astronauts were talking was packed, with standing
room only from the very far end of the room.
Editors note: Chris Greenfield features in the spotlight on
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the back page of this edition.

By the afternoon, the tennis courts where the astronauts were talking was packed, with standing room only from the
very far end of the room. Here’s Apollo astronaut Rusty Schweickart. I gave up trying to squeeze into a space.
Pic credit: ESA - SJM Photography

At about 2pm, I’d seen enough and left the ESTEC, although there were 3 hours left of the day, I
wanted time to reflect on what I’d seen, and to escape from the throngs of people; there were so
many. I walked the 4 kms back to my hotel in the wind and light drizzle, having had a great experience.
Would I recommend the trip? Yes, despite the crowds. People staying at my hotel from Denmark and
Germany were returning visitors for the Open Day. This year, you could have flown out and back from
Norwich on the Sunday; although at £84 out and £324 back, I think taking two nights away in Noordwijk
was a better option; the town has some great cafes / restaurants, is easily accessible from Amsterdam.
I had hoped to have added a drone photo of the ESTEC centre from the nearby beach, but alas the
weather was too windy and wet, so here’s two photos (bottom right of previous page and below) from
the Space Walk at the sea front!
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RADIO ASTRONOMY - ‘Dishing Up’
In the last Radio Astronomy article we explained about preparations for the installation of a 4 m satellite
dish. In this article we will discuss the construction pitfalls and highlights leading to the erection of a 4 m
satellite dish at the far end of site on Wednesday 23rd October 2019.
We acknowledge the information provided on the internet by Yoshiyuki Takeyasu on the construction
principles for a stressed geodesic design satellite dish (http://www.terra.dti.ne.jp/~takeyasu/). The
instructions show how to build a 1 m dish using 3 mm aluminium bars, cut to specific lengths with predrilled holes at pre-determined points. We multiplied these instructions by 4 to give us the details for a 4
m dish. I guess we should have also multiplied the metal thickness by 4, but so much for hindsight!.
It was late September when we began initial construction for the dish, and surprisingly everything went
to plan. We cut the aluminium bars to the lengths required. We measured, marked and drilled the holes.
We then set about assembling the parts. It was fascinating to see how the structure took on the
parabolic shape as the joints were made.
Everything was looking good, and we were lulled into a false sense of success, so continued to cover
the parabola with 13 mm chicken wire as the reflector surface. Yes, I know it seems odd that you can
use a wire mesh to reflect radio signals, but that is the case. A 13 mm mesh will reflect all radio signals
with a wavelength > 13 mm and the signals we are interested
in are much larger than this (i.e. hydrogen at 21 cm). Getting
back to the task, initially we used strips of wire mesh going
over the central point, such that at the centre we had ~8
layers of wire mesh on top of each other. When we finished
and tried to move the dish we found that weight of wire mesh
was so great that the dish distorted radically.
Main cross beams during construction

Final geodesic parabola

Installation of wire mesh

Plan B. We removed the wire mesh and this time used a single
layer with one strip going over the central portion, a second
strip each side of this and a third partial strip to finish off the
sides. Damn, the aluminium frame was still too floppy for the
weight.
Plan C. We tried using some spare aluminium to reinforce
(double the thickness) of 3 of the main spars. This was a
dramatic improvement, but we could see we required a
rebuild out of 6 mm aluminium bars. To save costs, we opted
to purchase 6 lengths of 6 mm aluminium flat bar which
would construct the inner double triangle of the frame. When
the materials arrived, we deconstructed the dish, cut and
predrilled the 6 mm bars to size. We then doubled up the
existing 3 mm aluminium bars making all of the structural
elements 6 mm. Once reassembled the dish was a better
shape and much more rigid than before. Buoyed by our
confidence in this structure we put the wire mesh on and then
tried offering the dish to the rotator mast. Well, we could have
cried! The top of the dish folded down whilst the bottom
flattened out against the post.
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Plan D. We were going to add reinforcing elements to the back of the dish in order to structurally
strengthen it. But, someone had the bright idea of checking out the operation of the rotator first. The
SPID-RAS rotator had been purchased and mounted on the pole. The cabling had been installed and
attached to the control box and rotator (although we were supplied an 8 core single cable for the
purpose whilst the rotator is design to accept two 4 core cables). We had to insert a new larger cable
gland and blank off the second one to install the cables. We then turned on the unit and one of us sent
movement signals from the control box whilst the other one watch what happened. Well the Azimuth

Dish with wooden support post, mounting post and
crossbeam with start of structural supports.

Completed structural support before removal of
wooden post.

motion was perfect and as expected, but the Elevation motion proved surprising. We had expected
the head to pivot on an axis and tilt upwards or downwards as required. The actual motion was the
barrel of the rotator head rotated!
We had to purchase some scaffolding poles and joints in order to construct a frame that would go
through the rotator head allowing to the rotation motion to be converted into elevation. We
recognised that this change to our plans also provided a means by which we could use the frame itself
as a structural unit to strengthen the dish. The scaffolding arrived and was cut to size, with corners and
connectors that are secured with grub screws. We also drilled through the fittings and tube to insert
bolts on the critical joints where a twisting motions was expected. In parallel with this activity 4 concrete
counter weights were prepared using a plastic quality street sweet container as the mould. A piece of
40 mm plastic waste tube was secured in the centre with a bit of cardboard around this to increase the
central hole size to >42 mm. Postcrete was placed in the mould and wet accordingly, with wire mesh
reinforcing.

Plan E. The intention was to take the dish, add the A shaped frame and invert the dish so it stood on the
frame like a pair of legs. This was achieved, but sadly the dish looked doughnut shaped as the structural
spars has inadequate strength the maintain the parabolic shape.
Plan F. Are you getting the idea of flexibility and problem solving on the fly! Put the dish back down with
the widest frame spars on the ground (easier said than done). Eventually the dish was down, but with
the mounting post and crossbeam from the rotator frame still in place. The weight of the mounting post
and crossbeam were sufficient to cause the central part of the dish to fold inwards into another
doughnut shape.
Plan G. We had to remove the smallest parts of the wire netting (yet again) to gain access to remove
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the central post and cross beam. Thank goodness to good old springy aluminium. The dish returned to
its parabolic shape. Now we had to measure the height of the central boss and insert a wooden post
that size under the central boss. With this support in place we could re-insert the mounting post and
cross beam whilst the dish retained its shape. It was then a simple (Ho, Ho, Ho!) task of adding
aluminium angle iron struts to the dish and cross beam. Health and safety would have had a field day,
as this involved constructing a platform across the dish sides using a ladder and two stacks of chairs,
plus a lot of reaching, stretching and general groaning. But after a few hours work the frame was
complete and when the wooden post was removed the dish retained its shape. SUCCESS!
Ok, so now we have our 4 m dish, now its just a simple task of lugging it to the far end of site and raising
onto the rotator. Simples!
Plan H. The dish was carried to the post and an attempt was made to raise it 90o so it would stand up
against the post. I say attempt deliberately because it was rapidly apparent this was not going to work.
If you notice from the images above, the structural strengthening beams go to ~2/3 of the dish
diameter. The outer 1/3 is just 6 mm stressed aluminium which is unable to carry the weight of the dish,
wire mesh, structural support, mounting post and crossbeam.
Plan I. This where lateral thinking kick in (along with a lot of desperation). When you order aluminium bar
they deliver it on a piece of wood to make handling easier. Thus, we had a length of 4 m wood to
hand. This was inserted under the dish along the central axis. A bolt was inserted at each end of the
wood and wire was used to tie the frame to the wood, using the bolt as an anchor, at each end. This
provided a structural rigidity along the main load bearing axis as the dish was going to be raised. The
final part of this cunning plan was to use ropes around the crossbeam and rotator shaft to aid elevation
of the dish. Amazingly this plan worked
and the dish was raised to 90o. A bit of
wigging and fiddling managed to
adjust the angles of the dish
adequately to allow the side beams to
be inserted and secured. The counter
weights were added and then the
frame adjusted until the counter
weights balanced the dish (2 more
~5kg concrete counter weight will be
required).
For all you visual astronomer who utilise
the far end of site, you will be please to
Images of ‘Erected’ dish still with wooden support and side mesh strips missing.
know that when parked (i.e. dish
horizontal) you can barely see it above
the vegetation and even when upright, as shown in the images, it has a very small impact on the view.
More work needs to be done to complete the dish prior to actual use. We need to remove the wooden
spar, reattach the side mesh pieces. Add extra counter weights (and paint them white for visibility and
frost protection). Some of the fittings require further tightening as they were difficult to access previously.
We then have to perform some ground tests with a signal generator in order to determine the best
position for the receiver cantenna. We tut the doing is great funhen need to construct the frame inside
the dish to mount the cantenna at precisely the right position. With final cabling from the cantenna to
the amplifier box on the post we will ready to go. That is unless we have to go through more letters of
the alphabet owing to unforeseen issues!.
Nothing in life is simple, but the doing can be great fun and the satisfaction of a plan coming true is
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DARK MATTER
CAPTION COMPETITION

To finish this section on radio astronomy we
thought we’d post this picture of Andrew
Sutowski and test your wit please send your family-friendly captions to:
cygnuseditor@norwichastro.org.uk

More Curious than a Cat
Something happened during our evolution. Something that made us realise that not only did standing
on our hind legs give us a better chance of spotting predators, it also gave us a wider perspective of
the world around us. This is a trait that has stuck with us ever since. The more we learn, the more we are
intrigued, and want to know more. Observation and experimentation has given us great insight into
many Earthbound things, including ourselves. Genetics is a prime example, we have learned to see
what has happened over generations of microbes, plants and animals. Generations tend to be
observable over hours, days or weeks, thus fairly easy to what happens. Fossil records, and information
locked within DNA can help us understand the past as well. It’s a lot more tricky make observations of
things that are millions of miles away (or much, much farther).
New Simulation Provides First Hints of What Supermassive Black Hole
Mergers Will Look Like. Dennis B. Bowen, et al. The Astrophysical Journal
(2018): 10.3847/2041-8213/aaa756

Although Astronomers past have made huge inroads of our
understanding, it’s the probes and super telescopes and modern computational abilities that have allowed us to make some
amazing recent discoveries, and fine-tune existing knowledge.
Computer modelling and simulations being big players in this,
and aid the theoreticians - can you imagine what Einstein
could have done with these tools!
Simulations and modelling all use existing data, often from multiple sources to answer questions. For any
given system we are interested in, we use these to ask a simple question; ‘what if?’ But the ‘what if’s’
number in the thousands and involve multiple variables. For this we need super-computers and to understand the output and results we need some fancy graphics; like the one to the right. The question
here is, what happens when two black holes merge. You’ll probably agree that it’s not an easy thing to
directly observe - and so probably best left to the theoreticians and modellers.
Gary Wortley
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TECHNICALITIES - Dark Star Dobsonian – Part I
Andrew Robertson introduces the Societies 12” Dark Star Dobsonian telescope
Before the 1970’s most amateur telescopes were relatively small in aperture of the order of 6” or 8” for
Newtonians and 3” or 4” aperture for refractors. They were invariably mounted equatorially. But in the
70’s, a chap called John Dobson revolutionised amateur telescope making with his ‘sidewalk’
astronomy using large homemade Newtonians on simple but highly effective alt-azimuth mounts. By the
early 80’s a company in the USA called Coulter Optical began manufacturing and selling 13.1”
Dobsonians for about the same price as a 6” equatorially mounted Newtonian. These were much
simpler designs than the modern truss tube Dobsonians one sees today and had ‘solid’ Sonotube
(cardboard) tubes.
In the UK, a similar design came into being, the Dark Star
Dobsonian range. These were made by a Keith Lowe
based in Crewe in the 80's, 90's and early 2000's although
in the final years he moved to Wales. They were very
basic construction and the engineering especially the
primary mirror cell was quite crude but they generally
had good optics usually from David Hinds, John Owen or
Norman Oldham - all reputable mirror makers of the day.
They worked quite well despite the basic design and
more importantly there wasn't really much alternative if
you wanted a large (for those days) aperture telescope
to do deep sky work. They certainly started off a lot of
well-known and respected observers in the UK. Owen
Brazell owned a 12" one, now owned by Adrian Orr.
Owen is the most knowledgeable deep sky observer in
the UK, long standing Assistant Deep Sky Director for the BAA, editor of the Webb Society Journal and
president of the same. Gary Poyner (gave a talk to this society on variable stars) did a lot of his variable
star work with a 16" F5 one. Maddog Wells (ran an astro B&B) in Wales had a 16" F5 one. Stewart Moore,
BAA Deep Sky Director for 9 years, had a 14" F5. I briefly owned a 14" F5. They came mainly in 8", 10", 12"
and 14" sizes, all of the same design. The 14" was difficult to move around and the 16" ones as far as I
knew were all run-off roof observatory based. There were three 19" scopes made, again of the same
design, and an individual designed 20" one made for Owen. This was eventually sold to Callum Potter,
current BAA Vice-President and Deep Sky Director. So, they have a lot of heritage and well deserved
respect.
NAS had a 12” Dark Star Dobsonian donated to it a good number of years ago. It’s an F5.3 model of
about 1600 mm focal length (the 12" also came in an F 4.4 variant.) It came with encoders and a JMI
NGC MAX computer and was installed on a trolley to facilitate moving it around. The latter is fine for an
individual to roll out of his garage on smooth concrete and observe on his own but dragging it 50 yards
along our course concrete pads wouldn't be too good for it. You would then have the problem of
people tripping over the handle which had to be laid down. So at the time, rightly or wrongly, it was
decided to remove the computer and the altitude encoder bracket. It was felt the computer would
put people off using it and by being able to lift the tube off it would make it easier to be used as a quick
grab and go scope - one person could set it up on their own and no need for alignments etc. This
would also alleviate the need for the trolley. With hindsight this was probably a mistake as it's hardly
been used and languished collecting dust and muck. So Adrian and I decided to re-furbish it and get it
operational again. Ours has a John Owen mirror.
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We stripped it down, cleaned the mirrors, bearing, mount and tube assembly. The bearings were in a
bad state, someone had spread car grease all over the azimuth bearings which made them stick like
glue. They have cleaned up ok and now operate well. The secondary mirror is in excellent condition.
The primary mirror badly needed a re-coat and was sent to Galvoptics in Basildon (Adrian undertook
this task whilst I was away in New Zealand) for re-aluminising, this cost about £200. We located the
bracket for the altitude encoder which I modified and re-fitted. The bracket for the computer was
missing so I borrowed Adrian's from his 12” dark star and made an almost exact copy out of steel. We
fitted a bolt to the base to lock it and stop it swivelling when lifting and transporting the scope. We
replaced the Telrad finder and the crude optical finder (which made the balance of the scope front
heavy) with a much lighter Baader SkySurfer Mk III red dot finder. This is only really needed for the initial
alignment of the JMI Max computer. My mother-in-law kindly made some dust covers for either end of
the scope and I made an extended dew shield for the front end. This is more to shade light from
entering the inside of the focuser and eyepiece. A trade mark
of dark star Dobsonians is that they’re painted with Hammerite
paint. Our example is in a light blue which needed touching up
in various places. Unfortunately this shade is not produced
anymore but by chance, I had an old tin! I managed to find a
small foam lined aluminium case ideal for the JMI computer,
this is stored in the secure cupboard when not in use. Adrian
obtained some much larger handles which make it easier to
carry. The mirror came back from Galvoptics but we had to
wait 6 weeks before unwrapping to allow the coatings time to
harden. I then centre dotted the mirror and fitted a donut to
facilitate easier collimation.
The existing focuser is only for 1.25” eyepieces and is pretty basic but works surprisingly well so we
decided to leave this as is, especially as most of the societies eyepieces are 1.25”. We could replace it
with a 2” focuser but personally I think the existing one is fine. The scope is F5 so you wouldn’t really
want to use an eyepiece longer than 25mm focal length and a 24mm Panoptic has a 68 degree AFOV
– perfect low power eyepiece. A 2” Ethos 100 degree wide field eyepiece for example would be far
too heavy for its balance.
I downloaded the operating instructions for the JMI MAX computer and have Andrew working on the
provided laminated operating instructions. The JMI computer is the club’s Dark Star Scope
forerunner of modern telescope computers and was quirky but easy enough
to use. It has the Messier, NGC and IC catalogues plus the planets. At this
point it seemed appropriate to test it all out so Adrian and I met up at
Seething to carry out an initial evaluation on the scope. It collimated well
and moved smoothly in both axis. The optics are very good and gave some
excellent contrasty views. We both think it will become the society’s best
performing scope on deep sky objects. There was some slippage on the
encoders and we needed to do a bit more work on these. The original
design of the fitting of the encoders enabled quick release of the brackets
using a rubber ‘O’ ring. The latter had perished on both axis causing the
slippage. Without going into detail it wasn’t going to be easy to replace
these so the solution was to permanently secure these meaning the optical
tube assembly cannot be removed from the base for easy transportation.
But if the encoders hadn’t been slipping Adrian I were of the opinion that
continuously removing the encoder bracket to remove the tube assembly
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would have risked damage so it was a fate accompli! However the extra-large handles we fitted do
facilitate easier lifting but it does need two strong persons to move around. At some point we will need
to look at a trolley system with large pneumatic tyres and detachable handle but this will also need a
ramp and path from the storage shed or a different storage point – something to consider for the future.
So it is now fully operational and we have given it two or three sessions on the night sky. I have listed
observational results below:



Sun 25th Aug: Had effectively 4 hours from about 9.30 pm until 1.30-ish am. Skies ok until about M/N then
started getting claggy. It performed admirably. Numbers NGC unless otherwise stated.



Started off with the 3 GC's in Hercules (M13, M92 & NGC 6229) and the Turtle Nebula NGC 6210. Then M14,
M11, M26, M75, M22 and NGC 6818. Whilst near 6818 did try for Barnard's GX (6822) even re-aligning on
6818 but no chance in those skies.



Went for Saturn purely to test the Planets catalogue - you have to input the date anew on the night you're
using that catalogue - worked well.



Del & Sge: GC's 6934, 7996, M71, PN's 6905 (could detect some structure), 6891, failed on 6886 & IC 4997.
Vul: OC's 6800, 6820, 6830, 6882 & 6885. M27 of course.



Lyra

next:

M57,

M56

&

NGC

6765

-

a

challenge

this

but

with

9mm

Nagler

T6 (x180) & UHC saw it as faint, elongated, a bit brighter on one side.




AQR: 7009 Saturn Neb, M2, M72 & M73 for a laugh (just an asterism of 4 stars!)
Jones I (a large faint PN) to test the input of user defined objects. 24mm Pan (x67, 1 deg FOV) & UHC
brought it out albeit large and faint. Ditto comet C/2018 W2 - I inputted it's position for M/N, very faint - AV1.



NGC 891 - Elongated but no dark lane seen, low-ish down in claggy skies.

30+ objects plus a few more I suspect that I've forgotten, not bad for a first generation Dobsonian and
computer. Plus 4 coffees, a sandwich and a biscuit.

Fri 6th Sept (open night): After 10pm Adrian and I used it until about
1am. Worked exceedingly well. The JMI was generally accurate to
within about 0.2 degrees. At low power the selected object was in
the FOV 99% of time and if out, only just outside, a small movement
bringing it back in. At medium powers it was still in the FOV about
2/3’s of the time. We looked at a raft of objects. The JMI unit found
Neptune, comet C/2018 N2 was in conjunction with comet 260P,
we saw N2 but not 260P, N2 was found by entering the RA & DEC
into one of its 28 user defined objects. Jones 1 was seen and the
outer ansae of M76 using both high power (x320) and a lower power (x200 ish) with UHC filter, again this was found using the ‘NEW’
catalogue for user defined objects. We had a good view of the
Helix nebula and the Skull nebula. We saw the central bar in NGC
7479 but not surprisingly (as these are not easy in my 24”) no hint of
the outer spirals. We saw the edge on pair NGC 7332/9 and only There are many angles to any repair
one ‘flea’ of NGC 7331 but it wasn’t the best night for faint fuzzies. mission.
We looked at several GX trios but only saw two of each but again
as these were targets for my 24”, not bad.
To sum up, it’s easy to operate and gives good performance commensurate with a good 12” mirror.
The issue for most members will be that it needs two strong persons to carry out and set up. Anyone
wishing to use it please contact Andrew Robertson or Adrian Orr for training on it.
Part II will be a fuller historical article on Dark Star telescopes by Adrian Orr.
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THE WATCH - Mercury rising
NAS Members brave the weather for the Mercury Transit!

Jason Durrant

It was always going to be hit or miss with the weather for viewing the 2019 Mercury Transit, but on the
11th November a couple of dozen society members including some new faces braved the elements to
view this rare event.
Members started arriving at around 11am and the skies looked set for a disappointing day, rain lashed
down and dark clouds hung above the observatory. The forecast wasn’t looking too great, but all
present were determined to stick around and grab any breaks in the clouds that presented themselves.

Braving the cold wind and the clouds hoping for a break

First contact was expected for approx. 12:40pm and as everyone piled outside with their scopes and
hopes, the rain eased off and potential breaks in the clouds were sighted. There were groans and
expletives as the cloud toyed with everyone’s optimism but after a while a shout went out “Yes!” Chris
Greenfield was the first to glimpse the transit through his Takahashi refractor with a white light solar filter
fitted over the objective. Other members using dedicated hydrogen alpha solar telescopes or
telescopes fitted with safe white light filters began
to announce that they had also obtained a view
of the event. Members without telescopes took
turns taking views through other members
equipment.
Miraculously over the next hour the clouds slowly
cleared, and the blue sky offered an
unobstructed view of the sun, all members present
got to watch the transit in progress.
Slowly everyone migrated west down the site by
stages moving to better vantage points as the
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sun’s angle dropped lower and lower in the
sky. During the transit other members arrived
and joined in viewing the event.

All images – Adrian Orr & Jason Durrant

By 3pm the sun was getting very low in the sky
and everyone took their last chance to catch
a glimpse of Mercury’s passage across the
face of our nearest stellar object, never to
traverse the solar disc again until 2032. All too
soon it was time to pack the kit away and give
thanks for our luck with the break in the
weather.
Above: A poetic end to a successful astro-observation session, with the new
‘Pulsar’ radio-scope looking on.
Opposite: Telescopes of many shapes and sizes setting up at Seething, but
all with the single aim to catch Mercury sillihouted against the sun.
Mercury Transit captured with a smartphone (Huawei P20 pro ) through the
club’s Coronado PST Hydrogen Alpha Solar Telescope. With zoomed in view.

Curious view of Mercury
On June 3, 2014, the Mars rover Curiosity observed the
planet Mercury transiting the Sun, marking the first time
a planetary transit has
been observed from a
celestial
body
besides Earth.
Image: NOAA Satellites SUVI Tracks Mercury Transit
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NAS - ON THE ROAD
Hopping to the Stars!
After almost a year of planning and organising, it’s
“mission accomplished” and we have finally held a stargazing event at a brewery!
The location has produced some stunning widefield, milky
way photographs for Shaun Reynolds, who until recently
has kept details of his “manor” to just a few people. Now,
after our event sold out the 50 tickets in a matter of weeks,
the venue is much less of a secret!
St. Peter’s Hall near Bungay, dates back to the 13th century and has a moat which means we have to be careful in
the location we observe from, but is a beautiful venue in
amazing countryside. Did I mention that there’s a brewery
too? (Their Stormtrooper Galactic Pale Ale is delicious by
the way!)

After suitable refreshments, Shaun gave his talk
on the “Gems of the Suffolk Skies” to a packed,
standing room only, room after which the attendees came down to observe through the
telescopes of Carolyn and Frank, Tatyana,
Martin, Andrew and myself, with Jason giving a
demonstration of his portable imaging set up.
Jason also was hand to produce many of the
photographs we have used on our social media channels and those used in this article.
Observing next door to a Manor House even
with the lights dimmed is never going to be as good as when observing from
an observatory, but for many it was their first time at an eyepiece, and comments were “That’s amazing,” “oh wow” and even a “bloody hell” were
heard as we looked at the usual brighter deep space objects, including the
Andromeda Galaxy, Bode’s , The Whirlpool, The Dumbell and Ring Nebulae,
and towards the end of the evening I think the Veil in Tatyana’s dob too.
The manager of St. Peter’s Hall and her team were incredibly helpful and
had provided some delicious hot treats for the attendees to enjoy, as well as
hot drinks and of course ales such as the Stormtrooper Craft Beer.
Our first ever outreach event at a St. Peter’s Hall and Brewery ended at
about 10pm, with many seeing a stunning, red, waning gibbous moon on the
drive home.
Plans are already being made to repeat the evening in the Spring of 2020!
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Thank you to Shaun Reynolds for sharing your “manor,” sorry
it’s no longer so secret; to Frank and Carolyn, Andrew, Martin and Tatyana for bringing your scopes out and sharing the
night skies, and to Jason, for the images and for bringing
your tracking rig!
Article: Chris Greenfield, Photos: Jason Durrant

A deluge at the Forum!
NAS supported the Norwich Science Festival on Saturday 26th October with a stand dedicated to the
speed of light featuring the ‘Sutkowski collider’. Fortunately this year we had a good crew of helpers
including: Debbie Forrester, Jeff Simpson, Chris Greenfield, Martin Howe, Karina Hilbolling, Andrew
Sutkowski with Tim & Nicol Driscoll. We were inundated with a deluge of ‘customers’ who enjoyed measuring the speed of light using a piece of paper, a pen, ruler, calculator and the ‘collider’.

This year we were in a marquee in-front of the forum, but the event was well
attended, despite the weather. The children were enthusiastic in learning
about how the speed of light could be measured and surprised by how close some of them could get
to the actual value. Most of the parents were encouraging and engaging, with lots of flyers and cards
promoting NAS being handed out. However, Debbie did have a deep and enthralling encounter with
one visitor, the details of which are not suitable for publication in this magazine.
A quiz was run with prizes being free entrance to any NAS public talk of this season, and again this was well attended with
entrants from all age groups.
This was another good example of NAS participating in local
events, reaching out to people who would not normally think
of, or come across an astronomy society.
By the end of the afternoon Tim and Nicola felt much more ‘part of the family’ having witnessed and
endured the friendly camaraderie and banter between us regular volunteers.
Any good ideas as to what to do at the science festival next year welcome. Finally, the ‘collider’ has
been returned to the NAS kitchen!.
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ASTROBIOLOGY - Can Rosalind Franklin find evidence of ET?

Venus

Enceladus

Mars

Life, as we know it, requires water. Therefore in our search extra-terrestrial life it makes sense to find out
more about water elsewhere in the Solar System (and beyond).
As with every other field of science, advances in technology and increased computer analysis capabilities have triggered surges in research and enhancement to our understanding. In the case of astrobiology there is a trend towards re-analysis of existing data, using new techniques, triggered in part by a
host of new influx of data from some amazing probes and telescopes exploring the solar system and
beyond. Much of the data inevitably ends up being used in complex mathematical modelling and
simulations. In all areas of science mathematical models and simulations have hailed a new sciencerevolution. Very simplistically, these are programmes in which a series of calculations, combined with
educated assumptions that can be loaded with data and information into a range of scenarios. The
outputs of which can help answer questions and hypotheses, plan future missions and even push new
hypothesis into existence.
Venus Over the past few weeks NASA made the startling announcement that Venus may have once
been habitable, but is this really new news? In the 1980s data from NASA’s Pioneer missions suggested
that Venus may have once had an ocean, but that it had long since evaporated (due to the planet’s
proximity to the sun). Recently however, the data from the pioneer missions, and others, have been
used in five Venus climate simulations. These were designed to try and understand the planet’s past,
and in each simulation the results suggest that the planet could have supported liquid water and a
temperate climate on its surface for at least three billion years. When we consider that life has been
present on our planet for around 3.5 million years it doesn’t take a lot for us to consider the possibilities
that we might have had neighbours on our so-called twin planet at some point - how ironic would that
be! Of course that doesn’t mean there was life
on Venus in the past, but it is certainly impossible now. Evidence suggests that something
happened between 700 and 750 million years
ago, transforming the temperate environment
to one where carbon dioxide was released
from its rocky surface causing a toxic atmosphere 90 times thicker than ours, and surface
temperatures that reach 452°C (hot enough to
melt lead). Venus is essentially a dead planet,
but it may be able to tell us more about possibilities for suitable climates for life on other astral-bodies.
Artists impression of Pioneer 10 orbiting Venus (NASA archives)
Enceladus Similarly, recent analysis of NASA data (quite a lot of it from the Cassini mission) has revealed that within the plumes of water, first seen by the Cassini probe in 2005 (see opposite) there is a
presence of organic compounds; making it one of the most exciting objects in the Solar System.
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These plumes of water shoot out from beneath the moon’s icy crust and out into space, and evidence
is pointing towards there being an ocean beneath the crust that contains, like on Earth, a series of hydrothermal vents. There is strong evidence that on Earth, hydrothermal vents were a vital player in the
genesis of life on Earth; transforming the available potential components for life, into actual life. Hydrothermal vents here are situated in the darkness of deep oceans, in volcanically active areas, often on
mid-ocean ridges, where tectonic plate spread. Despite the searing temperatures at the outflow, these
towering chimneys are home to an amazing array of creatures, many previously unknown species have
been discovered in these extreme deep ocean ecosystems. Salty water meets volcanically active rock
(magma), the intense heat and chemistry of rocks can rip molecules of water apart to form hydrogen,
carbon dioxide, and other chemicals (including organic compounds), large volumes are blasted out
into the ocean. The cooler temperatures of the surrounding ocean effectively keeping much of this
primordial soup semi-trapped at higher concentrations close to the vents, thus increasing the chance
for incredibly simple early lifeforms to be ‘created’.
Images of Enceladus plumes

Individual plume jets are visible in image A, and image B has been enhanced using | portions of the plume.
Taken from ‘Enceladus: An Active Cryovolcanic Satellite’, January 2009. In
the book: Saturn from Cassini-Huygens.
Publisher: Springer.
The discovery of organic compounds in the Enceladus water plumes is exciting news. The very fact that
the plumes exist indicates at volcanic activity, that much we could tell from the very first pictures Cassini
sent us; so why the excitement about organic compounds – and what are they? The on-board mass
spectrometer (described by one of the team who built it - who visited Seething a couple of years ago
and gave an excellent talk), discovered that there was a significant amount of carbon dioxide, methane, small level of ammonia and traces of acetylene, propane deuterium and very probably argon.
There was also an unidentified chemical species which is possibly carbon monoxide or molecular nitrogen.
The most excitement though was triggered by evidence of
nitrogen and oxygen containing amines. These are derived
from ammonia and are similar to those that combine into
amino acids – which are considered to be vital building
blocks of life on Earth. Amino acids when combined form
proteins, so the significance is clear.
An anomaly of Enceladus’ magnetic field seems to be, at
least part of, the cause for the plumes of material being
jettisoned from this enticing Saturnian moon. Scientists believe that there is a thin organic-rich film on top of the oceLysine – an example of the structure of an Earth
anic water table. As the volcanic activity forces the water
amino
vapour through the icy crust and beyond, some of the water
condenses into ice grains Researchers believe the amines from the film condense on the surface of
these grains, and are forced onwards into space. The fact that the Cassini mission team understood the
potential of the plume discovery and took advantage of the opportunity to be diverted and collect
and analyse the material – highlighting just how good the mission team were. Of the importance of the
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continuing work on the Cassini data, Dr Nozair Khawaja (joint head of the research team) says. “We
don't yet know if amino acids are needed for life beyond Earth, but finding the molecules that form
amino acids is an important piece of the puzzle.” Just to make the intrigue even stronger, another NASA
research programme announced that as well as the other signs of Enceladus’ habitability, that the
ocean appears (at 1 billion years old) to be just the right age for optimal life-supporting conditions.
Despite this NASA has no firm plans to return to Enceladus. Instead, it is funding the Dragonfly Mission to
Saturn’s larger moon Titan, where a large rotorcraft will explore the planet searching for the building
blocks of life.
Mars – watch this space…
The 2020’s may well go down in history as the period that extra-terrestrial life was found, or at least that’s
the implication from NASA’s chief scientist. Dr Jim Green. He has stated that the two rovers from NASA
and the European Space Agency (ESA) that will soon be making their way to Mars,
could find evidence of life within months of arriving in March 2021. Despite the anticipation, he went on to add that “the world is not ready for the ‘revolutionary’ implications of the discovery.” and “will give scientists a new set of questions to explore.”
The ExoMars Rover, has been nicknamed ‘Rosalind’ in memory of the chemist
Rosalind Franklin (of DNA structure fame; photo left). It will search for evidence of Martian-life by drilling 2 metres down into the planet’s core to take samples. Which will be
crushed and examined for organic matter in a mobile laboratory. Samples collected
by NASA’s rover will be shipped for analysis back on Earth.

“ … the bottom line is where there is water there is life.”
Jim Green doesn’t think we’re prepared for the results, pointing out that when the field of astrobiology
began in the 90’s scientists started looking for life in extreme places on Earth. In his word, “We go down
in mines two miles deep into the Earth and if they were weeping with water they were full of life. We
have gone in nuclear cesspools, places where you’d think nothing could survive, and they are full of
life. And the bottom line is where there is water there is life.”
Below left: impact crater in the Sirenum Fossae
region of Mars, image taken by NASA's Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter
Above centre: The Mars Rover

Right: Jim Green, NASA’s Chief
Scientist, speaking on the topic
of life on Mars.
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Gary Wortley

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
 2019 
6th & 7th DECEMBER - PUBLIC
THE CHRISTMAS STAR
MARK THOMPSON

 2020 
20th January 2020 - Members only
OBSERVING THE FAINT AND FUZZY

TATYANA JUR
31st JANUARY & 1st FEBRUARY - PUBLIC
BLACK HOLES – IMAGING THE INVISIBLE
DAVE COOK
────
8th FEBRUARY - PUBLIC
FAIRHAVEN STAR NIGHT
(this event is at the Fairhaven Trust, South Walsham)

SHAUN REYNOLDS
28TH & 29TH FEBRUARY - PUBLIC
THE SEETHING STAR PARTY
PAUL WEBB (28th) & ANDREW ROBERTSON (29th)
────
14th MARCH - PUBLIC
NAS EVENT AT ST PETER’S BREWARY (see website for more info)
3RD & 4TH APRIL - PUBLIC
PLUTO, THE KUIPER BELT, PLANET X & 9
MARK TURNER

DEADLINE FOR INCLUSION IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF CYGNUS
10th February 2020
This is the very latest date by which articles should reach the editor.
Sooner than that would be much appreciated.
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Roger Preece
chairman@norwichastro.org.uk
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Committee:
Mark Turner
marqueturner2000@yahoo.co.uk
Debbie Forester
debbief1deb@gmail.com

Secretary/Website organiser:
Chris Greenfield
chris.jgreenfield@gmail.com

Chris Grimmer
chrisgrimmer@googlemail.com

Treasurer:
Dave Provan
treasurer@norwichastro.org.uk

Paul Woolley
paul@swampy.me,uk

Membership Secretary:
Andrew Sutkowski
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Gary Wortley
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NEW MEMBERS
Rachel Warren
Gary Smith
Ken Gower
Edward Walker

Andrew Bridgewater
Emily Andrews
Lee, Poppy & Joseph Conroy
Jayme Meadows
Toma Gabalyte

Kieran McHugh
Nicholas White
Raymond Collins
Mark Preston

IN THE SPOTLIGHT - the hardworking NAS Secretary
As well as being a dedicated visual observer (successfully completing
the Messier-Marathon, his scope flying with him to Astrofarm, France
to complete the challenge) Chris Greenfield is well known as the
NAS Secretary. After 3 years of hard work Chris is standing down
from the role. Chris is notorious for convincing others to stand
in the spotlight whilst hiding in the shadows himself, and has
put together a fantastic array of talks during his time in the
role (excluding the one he strong-armed me into giving) and
for arranging many successful outreach events. Tablet in
hand, and drone at the ready he has been ever poised to find
things to post on the NAS Facebook pages and Twitter feeds.
More people know about the society than ever before, thanks to
Chris’s campaigns. Therefore I think it’s apt that a version of his face
is ‘posted’ in the spotlight of this edition of Cygnus.
Thank you Chris.
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